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St Albans District Remembers
St Marys Welwyn certainly made the Festival of Remembrance spectacular this year. The flood
lights were tinted red, a poppy was projected on to the tower and a graphic was painted on the church
glass doors by a local artist.

There were 46 (45 men and one woman) from
Welwyn killed in the ‘Great’ war but no known
bell ringers. However there was only one bell at
Welwyn when the Tower was reconstructed in its present form in 1911. An additional five were
added in 1938/9 and the further two in about 1946.
Other towers in our district that didn’t have any bells in 1918 include Lemsford and Radlett. Ridge
had three bells and South Mymms had four bells,
From the information received – most towers in the District rang on Remembrance Sunday with the
bells half muffled for the morning ringing.
Bellringers from the St Albans District killed in WW1 include Lt Rupert
Edward Gascoyne-Cecil who rang at Hatfield. Rupert
Cecil was killed at Ypres in July 1915 aged 20. His
father (Bishop of Exeter) donated the two trebles at St
Etheldreda’s in 1929 in memory of his son. The ‘Eight
Bells’ pub at the bottom of the road was never renamed
to match the number of bells in the tower.
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The Abbey also lost one ringer: Private Harry Alexander Valentine Hull who died in April 1915.
Two quarters were rung at the Abbey in April 2015 on the anniversary of his death. He originally
came from Leicestershire and had been in France less than a month. He was 19 years old.
The Abbey held an event
called Poppy Fields and
members of the public were
invited to submit names of
those who had fought in
any conflict in the last 100
years. The Abbey ringers
submitted (thanks to the
help of Alan Regin) the
names of all the ringers in
Herts and Beds who were
killed in WW1. The names
were projected onto the
wall and window at the end
of the North Transept and a
projection of poppies filled
the aisle.

Lieutenant Robert Arthur Kirby was a ringer at St Peter’s St
Albans who died on 11 May 1917 aged 28.

St Michael’s, St Albans: Private James Walter Tearle Payne was a member of the St Michael’s band
before volunteering to join the Army following the outbreak of the First World War. Having worked
as a domestic gardener, he joined the war effort as a member of the 4 th Battalion, Bedfordshire
Regiment, and saw action on the Western Front. He was gassed during the Battle of Hill 60, to the
south of Ypres in Belgium, on 21st April 1915 but survived. However, he was killed in action at the
Battle of Arras in northern France a little over two years later, on 23rd April 1917, aged just 22.
We looked through our peal book and found two peals including James Payne jnr which we believe
was him. One, of Plain Bob Minor, was in 1912 and the other in 1913.
Less is known about Private Reginald Victor Hunt. He served initially with the 1st Battalion,
Hertfordshire Regiment, but was later transferred to the 23rd (Tyneside Scottish) Battalion
Northumberland Fusiliers. This might have been because, on the first day of the Somme, 1st July
1916, the 23rd Battalion suffered the third highest number of casualties of any battalion, so men
with no Scottish heritage and no link to Tyneside were drafted in to fill the gaps. He died at the
Third Battle of Ypres on 9th September 1917, aged only 20.
These two young men probably knew each other as they lived a few doors apart, only a stone’s throw
from the church in St Michael’s Street. Neither of them has a known grave: Private Payne is
remembered on the Arras Memorial and Private Hunt on the Thiepval Memorial. However, they are
both listed in the Central Council’s original Roll of Honour and it was moving to be able to see both
their names when I had the chance to look at the Roll of Honour recently.
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It is possible that there was a third casualty amongst St Michael’s ringers. Although he lived in
Sopwell Lane in the Abbey parish, William Charles Javeleau is described as a St Michael’s ringer in
a book about the street memorials of the Abbey parish. He served with the 8th Battalion,
Bedfordshire Regiment, and was killed in the trenches at Hill 70 near Loos in northern France on
12th September 1917. He is buried in the Commonwealth War Graves Commission Cemetery of St
Patrick’s, Loos. There is no mention of Private Javeleau in the St Michael’s archives but I am
looking for other avenues which might lead to being able to corroborate the idea that he was a St
Michael’s ringer.
We remembered all three men by ringing half-muffled for service on the Sundays closest to the
centenary anniversaries of their deaths.

Recruitment
1400 bellringers were killed in WW1. I asked our Tower Secretaries to provide details of any ringers
who may have started to learn in the past four years ….here are some of the responses:
Abbey: Two new ringers and one returning ringer who are registered with
Ringing Remembers
St Peter’s: Two new ringers have started including Louise (pictured right).
Radlett: The only ringer that we have recruited and trained in the last four
years who is still ringing is Harry Waller who is 9 years old. He rang on 11
November.
Hatfield: Five new ringers, one of whom (David Malpas) is registered with
Ringing Remembers. Four of them rang on 11 November (Sue was on holiday).
St Stephen’s St Albans: No new recruits and ringing has ceased at the tower
apart from occasional Sunday ringing with the help of other St Albans towers.
Ridge and South Mymms: Now practice on alternate Fridays. Adrian
Beardwell (Radlett) has been helping with getting the towers going again. They have recruited and
trained Julie and Annette.
North Mymms: Lisa and Lesley have joined the Wednesday
evening practice nights.
Sandridge: were particularly pleased to welcome the District
Councillor for Sandridge ward, Frances Leonard, and the Chair
of Sandridge Parish Council, Janet Churchard, both until
recently inactive ringers, who rapidly got back into practice
ready for the Anniversary ringing and, having rediscovered the
fascination of ringing, hope to continue at Sandridge in the
Frances and Janet at Sandridge
future. Unfortunately our learner Rick, despite recently
beginning to ring unaided, was not able to join us on November 11th.
Essendon: As with many towers, they struggle to recruit learners despite advertising widely around
the population of 4,000 people in their group of parishes. However, Essendon were still able to
participate in the UK wide ring.
Wheathampstead: The home band at St Helen’s rang for the Armistice and included Lisa, their
newest learner who’s one of the 1400. She started learning nine months ago and Sunday 28th
October was her first public ring before the service – which she accomplished very competently. She
also rang with the bells half-muffled before the 9.30 service on the Armistice centenary.
Lemsford’s enthusiastic young learners Darcey Palmer (12) and Sarah Simpson (10) started to learn
to ring in March 2017 and have both made excellent progress. Sarah rings rounds and call changes
and Darcey has already mastered touches of Bob Doubles inside. Lemsford bells are excellent for
younger learners as they are light (3 cwt) and short draught which has enabled Darcey and Sarah to
make good progress quickly. Darcey rang for the 11 am Armistice service on Sunday, 11th
November.
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District Meetings
A great turn out in November for the meeting at St Stephens, St Albans with more than 20 people in
attendance. Wheathampstead are our hosts for the December District Meeting on the 15th – we look
forward to seeing you there (names for tea to Susan L’Estrange asap). The January meeting will be at
Hatfield and includes the Annual District Meeting (where there will also be tea and cakes). Both
towers have long draughts – but don’t be worried – there will be people there to help you.

A visit to Northamptonshire
The St Michael’s (St Albans) outing took place on a lovely day in the middle of October. After a
damp and murky start, the skies cleared to blue and sunshine broke through to catch the golden
autumn leaves and the warm Northamptonshire stone. We weren’t just lucky with the weather: the
motorway gods also smiled on us and we arrived without getting delayed in the roadworks.
The church at Weedon Bec sits snugly between two overhead bridges, one carrying the railway
connecting London with Rugby and one carrying the Grand Union Canal. Some people took
advantage of the community cafe in the adjoining church hall to get a warming cup of coffee. The
church has a ground floor ring (14 cwt, 8). Although the sallies felt a little bit damp to the touch, the
bells went reasonably well so we got the morning off to a successful start.
The next stop was Flore (12 cwt, 6). The ringing chamber was quite compact but the sallies here
were nice and fluffy and the weighty bells had a lovely tone. More than one person voted them their
favourite ring of the day!
From Flore, we made our way to Whilton, another ground floor ring (13 cwt, 8). These were a little
more flighty than the earlier two rings but we still managed some creditable ringing.

In action at Whilton.

After a leisurely lunch in one of the pubs in Nether Heyford, we walked through the village to the
church where we enjoyed another ground floor ring (7 cwt, 6). The last tower of the day was at
Roade (10 cwt, 6) where the bells, unlike all the others today, were rung from the chancel.
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We rang rounds and called changes at every church, as well as a
selection of methods including Grandsire and Stedman (Doubles and
Triples), Plain Bob Minor and Cambridge Minor. Middlesex Bob
Triples is a method I enjoy so I was pleased we were able to ring several
courses of it at each of the eight bell towers. Ahead of our day out, I
had also circulated the diagram for Northamptonshire Slow Course and
encouraged everyone to learn it. As you can see, it has two hunt bells
and the blue line is relatively straightforward. I thought it would make
the repertoire for the day a bit less run of the mill than it could have
been: an added bonus was that it also turned out to be quite musical.
As there are only five resident ringers in the St Michael’s band these
days, we rely on the help of others to be able to ring for services and on
practice nights and the outing is no different. Therefore, we were very
glad to be joined by friends from the other three towers in St Albans, as
well as by some of the band’s ringing relations. Taking part in his first
ever outing was Peter Osborne who started ringing after the District
promotional activities with the mini-ring during the Albantide festival a
couple of summers ago and has been practising with us. It is his sketch
of ringers at the last tower that is shown here.

Northamptonshire Slow
Course

It’s always a relief to
get to the end of an
outing I’ve organised
without any disasters.
I
think
everyone
enjoyed it and I’d like
to thank everyone who
took part.
Alison Evans,
St Michael’s, St
Albans
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A He(a)rty Trip to Dublin (24th to 29th September)
By Christine Nutton (third from right, back row) and Susan L’Estrange (third from left, back row)

Christine writes:
Among the regular visitors to the Sandridge Wednesday evening bellringing practice is Ben Quinn
(first on left, front row) who learnt to ring at Wheathampstead, where he has lived for many years,
but is originally from Dublin. Ben had never rung in his native Ireland – until September. He and
Sandridge ringer Laura Hill (front row, second from right) organised a ringing trip to Ireland which
packed fifteen towers, a mini-ring in a cowshed and a day off for tourist pursuits in Dublin into six
days between two Sundays, so that service ringing was not affected. Seventeen ringers from
Wheathampstead, Sandridge, Kimpton, Lemsford and Hatfield were very appreciative of a superbly
organised trip with the opportunity to ring bells from the very light newly-installed community ring
at Dunmanway, Co. Cork to the massive two and a quarter tons of the cathedral tenors in Dublin
and on numbers from our familiar 6 right up to 16. We also got to explore some varied and
interesting (in the Chinese sense) routes up to ringing rooms and to enjoy some very delicious
meals. On the second half of the trip, from Dublin down to west Cork, via Kilkenny and Waterford
and then back to the airport via his home tower of Drogheda, we were driven by former bus-driver
Willie, who was a very welcome addition to the group. This – and indeed the whole trip – was a
wonderful example of the supportive and welcoming worldwide network that English-style
bellringing has become.
Susan writes:
17 St Albans District ringers, 6 days, 3 birthdays, 15 towers, 6 cathedrals and a mini-ring. Even the
most seasoned tower grabber (Bob Crocker who has notched up more than 6000 towers) added at
least four, and some of us ‘youngsters’ (in ringing years) claimed all 15.
Straight off the plane on Day 1 we experienced the Luas Line tram to get from St Stephen’s Green
in the centre of Dublin to Christ Church Taney (ring of 8/20cwt tenor) which was light, airy, easilyaccessible, and their offering of water and sweets set the bar high. Appropriately the ‘grown ups’
launched the tour by ringing Erin triples, which went well on the second try, and both Bob and
Vivian (Nutton) were pleased to ring the bells again in their new setting – they had originally hung
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in St George’s Dublin. Our system for scoring towers out of 10 often revealed more about the
experience and personalities of the ringers than the bells, but overall we rated this one 7-8.
Day 2 was a bit grim for me because I woke up with a sick headache, but I did well to miss John’s
Lane (officially St Augustine & St John, 10/23cwt). It was the only Roman Catholic church on the
tour; the others were all Anglican COI (Church of Ireland). Scores ranged from “I struggle to give it
a 1” to “10 for the fantastic novelty value”. Several people found the ringing difficult and most
agreed with Judith’s (Titmus’s) comment that “we didn’t really do the bells justice”. In our defence,
they were hung anti-clockwise, several were odd struck, and four of the ropes were hard up against
the walls, but the biggest disadvantage was the tricky access which
challenged anyone with the slightest propensity to vertigo! Three or four
of our party were looking greener than me when we met up in
Christchurch Cathedral, where the first challenge was to work out which
of the 19 bells made up the full ring of 16 (a world record shared with
only two other towers: Birmingham UK, and Perth Australia). The
second challenge was to ring up the 45cwt tenor which took not two, not
three, but four strong chaps – and even then it went up wrong. There
wasn’t time to ring down and up again or to go up and move the clapper
manually, so three people took turns to keep the tenor ringing all through
while the rest of us fell in around it. Score 7-9.
I missed St Audeon (6/15cwt) – and the lunch at Dublin’s oldest pub –
but it was generally agreed to be ‘dungeon-like’ (tower, not pub) with
really nasty access (approx 45 wide spiral steps but nothing to hold onto).
I rejoined the group in St Patrick’s Cathedral (12/45cwt).
Dublin is unusual in having two COI Cathedrals.
Christchurch is the cathedral of Dublin, and St Patrick’s
the cathedral of the Irish Republic. My memory of the
ringing is hazy because I was being sick again. I do
remember people ringing the back six from progressively
larger boxes. I was impressed by the sneak preview of the
new labyrinth they’re building which is a copy of the one
in Chartres Cathedral – the best view of which will
always be enjoyed by ringers!
Day 3 was our day off to enjoy Dublin and a visit to the Temple of Guinness – a great experience, if
a little short on bells.
On Day 4 we boarded our coach for Cork and stopped for three towers en route – with our driver,
Willy, joining the ringing band. We got to St Mary Blessington, Co Wicklow (6/12cwt) with one
minute to spare – great planning and driving! Easy access,
odd struck bells, anti-clockwise ring, long ropes – but
reasonable drop for ringing. Scores 6-7.
We were fashionably late to St Canices Cathedral,
Kilkenny (8/22cwt) where we were warmly welcomed and
also given a short tour of the cathedral itself (there hadn’t
always been time elsewhere). The huge ringing chamber
(really huge – they hold big parties up there) is very close
to the bells so very noisy, which made call changes nigh on
impossible. Non-ringing visitors can look through the
keyhole to see (and hear) a video of the bells. We were
able to go to the top of the tower both to see the (fairly
St Canices Cathedral Kilkenny
heavy) bells in action and to enjoy impressive views.
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Confusingly, in Waterford we had a choice of cathedral – Holy Trinity Cathedral (RC), and
Christchurch (COI) which is dedicated to the Blessed Trinity. I think we rang at the latter (8/22cwt),
mostly because the RC cathedral doesn’t have bells, but it took a bit of finding. Viewing gallery
within the ringing chamber was fun as long as one kept clear of the ropes passing through the
handrail. Passing local as we came out said “Nice to hear them being rung well.”
On Day 5, Willy drove us round Co Cork for six rings. St Mary, Dunmanway (8/3cwt) was
delightful – like ringing in someone’s sitting room. Very light but nicely balanced, the bells (which
can also be rung as a carillon) were only installed in 2017 in honour of Sam Maguire (interesting
story – look it up online). Proper carpeted stairs for access. Generally high scores.
Abbeystrewry, Skibbereen (6/3cwt) has an external metal staircase – so we were glad the weather
was good (as it was throughout). No windows in the tower, so rather cramped and airless. Very
light ring which suited many. Realised Ben’s just been scoring everything 9!
St Fachtna, Rosscarbery (6/13cwt) is the smallest cathedral in Ireland. Highish scores from all, but I
gave up after I’d got tangled in the rope of my neighbour’s bell for the second time.
Drinagh was a fun mini-ring of 12, which not everyone found as easy as you’d think. Idyllic farm
setting in the middle of nowhere. (Property is for sale if anyone’s interested.)
St Peter, Bandon (6/14cwt) was notable because two police cars were waiting for us. Turned out to
be mates of Ben’s extended family who were setting him up for a joke. They declined to ring with
us. You wouldn’t get into the tower if you were seriously
overweight, bells were quite heavy to ring, and we didn’t have much
time. Scores 6-9.
Walt Disney would have loved St Fin Barre’s Cathedral (12/27cwt)
with its fairy-tale turrets. We arrived at dusk so it was particularly
atmospheric. An enjoyable ring, and Hugh (L’Estrange) was
recognised by George, our welcomer, as having been in the wedding
picture in a recent Ringing World. Fame at last. Good ring – but we
forgot to score it.
Day 6 was the drive back to Dublin airport, taking in two rings enroute.
St Mary, Doneraile, Co Cork (6/10cwt) This one came ‘out of left
field’ and we were probably getting a bit blasé as launched into
rounds and call changes for the ‘youngsters’ – and immediately
dropped a couple of bells. It turns out the bells were installed 20
years before modern bearings were introduced, so they’re all tricky
to handle – and a couple have their own idiosyncrasies. The local
band can ring them, so fair enough that they don’t spend the
thousands it would take to upgrade just to appease English visitors, but knowing that every new
group struggles with them, it would have been kind for our ‘welcomer’ to say something more than
‘That’s the treble – I’ll be back to lock up later’. Our scores: 2-10.
Final ring before the airport was an enjoyable St Peter, Drogheda, Louth (6/22cwt), driver Willy’s
home tower. It’s COI, but confusingly the RC Church is also called St Peter’s. In the last round,
Hugh managed not to set his bell first go, so had the privilege of ringing the final stroke of the tour.
All agreed it was a perfect tower to end on – score of 10 from almost everyone.
Huge thanks to Ben who – with Laura’s (Hill’s) help – put the whole thing together and was so
strict that no one was late for any bus departure – except him. (But only once.) Excellent range of
towers for all abilities, exceedingly well organised and managed. Score for the trip: 10+
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Other ringers not so far mentioned: Dianne Crowder, Roger Gedye, Rob & Mary Goss, Keith
Lewin, Julia Pentelow, Christine Nutton, Ron Titmus, Gill Clark, Virginia Kennard and your
chronicler Susan L’Estrange.

St. Michael’s Flower Festival
By Alison Evans

When the flower festival organiser first invited the bell ringers to submit a display, I thought we
would be able to avoid getting involved. I did once go on a one-day flower arranging course at
Oaklands College but that must have been more than thirty years ago and I didn’t really think
anyone would want to pay to see one of my “arrangements”. However, when an appeal for
handmade flowers appeared in the weekly church newsletter, one of the other band members
suggested it would be a nice idea for us to put something together that would be identifiably ours,
so we decided to make some knitted poppies. I thought we might make a little wreath which we
could put up in the ringing chamber afterwards.
Then it turned out that one of the ringers had half a bell wheel under his spare bed (as you do!) and
the scope of the project grew. I researched poppy knitting patterns on the internet and found eleven
different ones that gave good results and were easy to follow. I enjoy knitting but, as the wheel is
64 inches across and 35 inches high, it looked like we would need a lot of poppies. Luckily, there
were six other ringers, friends and relations who joined in, so we soon had a reasonable collection
of poppies and I had to work out how to mount them on the wheel.
Initially, I thought I would be
able to sew them into clusters
and attach them using ribbon
but the weight of the poppies
meant some of them were just
too floppy. I’m not sure how
we managed before there was
eBay but I found some stiff
petticoat material online and
used that to make a backing,
then I sewed each poppy on
individually. (There were 162
altogether.) The sewing was
quite time-consuming so I’m
glad it was a long sunny
summer, as the size of the
wheel meant the best place for
working on it was on the
garden table.
Different knitters favoured different patterns and used different yarns so there was a good variation
in colours and textures, and the end result was quite effective. I wrote a few notes to go next to the
display, explaining what a bell wheel is and about the fact that more than fourteen hundred ringers
lost their lives during the Great War, including several from St Michael’s.
There were lots of lovely displays and the flower festival was a success. It took place over the
second weekend in September and it was displayed in church for Remembrance Sunday.
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Floral Sallies
At the annual Sandridge Harvest Flower
Festival in October, Chris Harris and
Christine Nutton, on behalf of St
Leonard's ringers, created this colourful
display using ropes and sallies and
recreating in real flowers Joyce Dodds’
floral decorations in our ringing room.
Thanks to North Mymms for providing
purple and green sallies to supplement
the Sandridge ones.

First Quarter
Harpenden, St Nicholas
Sunday, 9 September 2018 in 43m (15–0–16 in F♯)
1260 Grandsire Doubles
1. Emma L Agg
2. Rachael C Herriott
3. Christine C Darby
4. Andrew J Agg
5. Charles W G Herriott (C)
6. Charles F Pocock
First quarter peal: 1 – Congratulations Emma!

Average Age 72
Sandridge, St Leonard’s.
5040 Plain Bob Minor, Sunday, 18 November 2018 in 2h 40 (6–0–18 in B♭)
1. Christine Nutton (Girton)
2. Christopher H, Rogers (Emmanuel);
3. Hugh F. Pettifer (Corpus);
4. John A. Harrison (Sidney)
5. Vivian Nutton (Selwyn)
6. Kenneth J. Darvill (St Catherine’s) (C)
Rung by senior members of the Cambridge University Guild in memory of Guild Members killed in
the First World War and their Sandridge comrades.
First peal of Minor, Treble.
(The average age of the band was 72).
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Book for Sale!

Susan L’Estrange has written a book about
Wheathampstead. This is the cover picture.
It’s a light-hearted look at the village in 600+
pictures to encourage people to enjoy the
wonders all around - specifically written with
harassed parents in mind by offering things
for children to look for, but adults are finding
plenty to enjoy. (Have you seen the sword in
the tree? Did you know that two of the church
gargoyles are representations of people who
still live in the village? Can you identify the
buildings in the High Street from their roofs?) You think you know Wheathampstead? Take another
look!
Costs £12.99 at the post office, WI shop, and Amazon (will be £10 to ringers who come to the
Christmas District Meeting on 15th December.

National Nut Day (22nd October)
These ringers (which included the Nuttons) rang a quarter ‘peel’ at Lemsford without ‘cracking’
anything or getting any allergic reactions…

Lemsford, St John the Evangelist
Monday, 22 October 2018 in 38m (3–2–4 in
E♭)
1260 Plain Bob Doubles
1. Christine Nutton
2. Judith E Titmus
3. Daniel R B Gregory
4. William R M Tudway
5. Vivian Nutton (C)
6. Ron E Titmus
Rung in celebration of National Nut Day

Editor Rob Goss
e-mail mary.rob.goss@gmail.com
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